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Business Associates Report

for Ben and Jerry

How to get the most from this Relationship Report

The  success  of  any  relationship

is never determined by their Birth

Card(s)  or  the  connections

alone.  Though  some cards  have

it easier than others,  ultimately  it

is  each  individual  who  holds  the

responsibility  for  the  success  or

failure of their relationships.  This

report  will  act  as a guide to help

both  parties  achieve  that

success is possible.  Along these

lines, pay special attention to the

affirmations  listed  for  each

connection in this report.

      Welcome  to  System  52  Business  Associates  compatibility  report.  The

purpose of this report is to reveal as much information about these two people

as possible. It is our hope that this report will enlighten both people a little, and

maybe even help them to make more powerful and happy choices in the areas

of work and companionship. This report will explain many things about these

two, and how the two of them interact. However, in no way is this meant to tell

them whether or not they will be successful together. That success is always in

the  hands  of  each  of  them.  No  matter  what  connections  they  share,  this

relationship  can  be  successful  if  both  partners  want  it  and  are  willing  to

commit to  making that  happen.  However,  this  report  will  help  them discover

just how easy or challenging that may be for them.

      This  report  consists  of  two  separate  parts.  The  first  part  includes  the

descriptions  of  each  person's  Birth  Cards,  Planetary  Ruling  Cards,  and

Pesonality  Cards  if  you they  have  been  chosen.  This  section  will  reveal  they

personality  traits,  values,  and  other  factors  that  make each  of  these  two  who

they  are.  One  can  get  a  basic  feeling  for  each  person  in  this  section  and

perhaps get a new perspective on what makes them tick.

      Once this report has explained something about each of the two separately,

it  will  explain  how the  two of  them connect  energetically.  In the  second part

will be a list  of the 'connections' they share with each other that  explain what

each  of  them  experiences  when  they  are  together.  This  is  where  the

descriptions  of the areas that  are easy or challenging for the two of them will

be detailed. These connections explain how this business-oriented relationship

will  be  experienced  by  both  of  the  parties  involved.  Some  connections  are

good for working together, others for friendship and harmony, and others for a

teacher/student relationship.

      This  report  was  created  with  the  intention  of  opening  up  doors  of

understanding and awareness. May this report enlighten both parties to have a

more successful union in their work efforts.
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Business Associates Report

for Ben and Jerry

Report Overview - Significators and Connections
The cards that represent each person are called our Personal Significators. The most important of these is the Birth Card but

there are others that play an important part as well. On this page are listed the personal significators for each person that are

being used to find the relationship connections in this report.

Personal Significator(s) for Ben, born on 3/18/1951

Personal Significator(s) for Jerry, born on 3/14/1951

Birth Card

Birth Card

Planetary  Ruling  Card

Planetary  Ruling  Card 1st Karma Card

The Relationship Connections used in this Report

The heart of this report are the energetic connections found between these two people. Here is a list of ones chosen for this

report, from the first to the last.

Ben gives to Jerry as

a Second Karma Card

Jerry is the Mars Card

to Ben

Life Spread

Jerry is the Jupiter

Card to Ben

Spiritual Spread

Jerry is the Cosmic

Lesson Card to Ben

Life Spread

Jerry is the Cosmic

Lesson Card to Ben

Spiritual Spread

Ben is the Jupiter

Card to Jerry

Life Spread

Ben is the Venus

Card to Jerry

Spiritual Spread

Ben is the Uranus

Card to Jerry

Life Spread

Jerry is the Neptune

Card to Ben

Spiritual Spread

Ben is the Moon Card

to Jerry

Spiritual Spread
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for Ben and Jerry

All about Ben`s Birth Card

Our  Birth  Card  is  the  most

important  symbol  of  who  an

individual  is  in  this  lifetime.  It  is

the  card  that  lies  at  the  core  of

our being, and through which we

have  the  greatest  gifts  to  share

with  those  around  us.  It  is  also

called the Sun Card and the Soul

Card.  For  most  people,  the Birth

Card  is  the  purpose  behind

whatever  work  they  are  doing.  It

usually  is the gift that they share

with the world through their work,

and  thus  it  is  very  important  to

gain  an  understanding  of  that

card for each person.

All about Ben`s Birth Card

The Five of Diamonds Person

         This  card  is  all  about  exchange  of  value,  or  money  'changing  hands'.

They enjoy the buying and selling of things and make great salespeople.  This

is also supported by the fact that they like their freedom and travel, two things,

which  most  salespeople  have  as  part  of  their  work.  This  is  a  person  to  help

promote  something,  as  opposed  to  doing  the  routine  or  boring  sort  of  work

around the office or business.

         They  like  their  freedom so  much that  they  may not  stay  with  a  job  for

long that appears to take that away from them. Many Five of Diamonds will go

from job to  job  to  job.  This  can be hard for  them because  they may not  ever

derive the satisfaction that comes with the full development and expression of

a  particular  line  of work.  If a  Five of  Diamonds is  working for  you, they are

there first and foremost for the adventure of it. The promise of something new

and exciting is  hard for  them to resist.  They like money and worry about  not

having  enough  of  it.  But  in  the  end  it  is  the  adventure  of  something  that

motivates them the most.

         There  are  likely  to  be  financial  losses  in  their  life  and  situations  where

their kind-hearted nature is taken advantage of by others. They should strive to

keep money and personal relationships separate if possible as this is where the

majority of their losses show up in their lives.

Some of the Five of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

         These  people  are  restless  and  changeable  -  often  averse  to  commitment

and  for  these  reasons,  many  of  them  have  difficulty  in  making  a  personal

relationship  work for  an extended  time period.  They are  attracted  to  those  of

wit  and  creativity  and  they  themselves  can  be  quite  charming.  But  they  are

usually very agreeable and likable on the job and they make the effort to relate

to everyone on their level - the mark of a great salesperson.
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All about Ben`s Planetary Ruling Card

The  Planetary  Ruling  Card  acts

like a second Birth Card to give a

new slant on the personality  and

character  traits  of  each

individual.  It  is  very  important  in

terms  of  working  relationships

since  it  represents  the  part  of

each  person  that  they  identify

with  the  most.  For  each  person,

this  is  the  card  they  act  out  of

and through,  so it  becomes  very

important  in  knowing  the  true

nature of these two.

The Jack of Diamonds Person

         This  is  the  salesman's  card.  These  people  are  sharp,  clever  and  always

able  to  make  a  good  living  using  their  wits  and  charm.  They  are  very

independent  and creative,  and operate  as much from their  instincts  as they do

from their quick and creative minds. They can always get along and do well in

life by virtue of their inherited financial expertise.

The Jack of Diamonds has great power to persuade others. They are successful

in  work  that  brings  them in  front  of  groups  or  individuals.  They  can  make a

good living in  the  entertainment  or  healing  professions.  Many are  artistically

inclined and some are even gifted.

         All Jacks can be immature and crafty, due to their vast creativity and they

usually  mean  well  even  when  they  are  not  able  to  come  through  on  their

promises.  They  love  to  play  and  even  in  old  age  retain  a  certain  youthful

quality.  They love  to  be  social  and they  are  the  best  salespeople  in  the  deck.

They  must  find  a  career  that  gives  them  an  outlet  for  their  creativity  and

recognition of their superior talents.

         The Jack of Diamonds will need a certain amount of freedom if they are

working for a company. Freedom is an important element in their  lives on all

levels.

Some of the Jack of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

         Jack  of  Diamonds  are  caring  and  considerate,  especially  of  those  who

they feel are part of their 'family'. They know how to get along with others and

usually do. Their natural charm can make them very effective with others.
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All about Jerry`s Birth Card

Our  Birth  Card  is  the  most

important  symbol  of  who  an

individual  is  in  this  lifetime.  It  is

the  card  that  lies  at  the  core  of

our being, and through which we

have  the  greatest  gifts  to  share

with  those  around  us.  It  is  also

called the Sun Card and the Soul

Card.  For  most  people,  the Birth

Card  is  the  purpose  behind

whatever  work  they  are  doing.  It

usually  is the gift that they share

with the world through their work,

and  thus  it  is  very  important  to

gain  an  understanding  of  that

card for each person.

All about Jerry`s Birth Card

The Nine of Diamonds Person

         Nine  of  Diamonds  people  are  here  to  'let  go'  and  complete  a  major

chapter  in  the  evolution  of  their  soul  and  personality.  This  entails  a  lot  of

giving to  others  and  being  willing  to  release  both  people  and  material  things

from their  life  when the time comes.  If they have not  heeded  the  call  to  give

and let go of others, money, relationships, and love, their life can be filled with

disappointment and remorse. Those on the positive side are philanthropic  and

generous,  happy  and  productive.  All  have  the  opportunity  to  experience  first

hand, the heightened consciousness that comes from living a 'universal' life.

         Despite  losses  from  time  to  time,  these  people  can  do  very  well  in

business, especially when it involves selling or other creative enterprises. They

are  great  at  promoting  things  they  believe  in.  They  are  great  talkers  and

communicators.  Many become counselors,  if  not  professionally,  then  at  least

with  their  friends  and family.  If  they  keep their  values  in  proper  perspective,

they may even attain affluence. They should be careful while driving and when

taking any kind of risks and chances. They can be reckless or accident-prone.

They also have great minds and many are attracted to some professional work

that allows them to use their intellectual abilities.

         One  of  the  challenges  of  the  Nine  of  Diamonds  is  to  develop  and  use

their  charm and power  to  do some good work.  Many of  them are  destined  to

make great contributions to the world, often by leading others to a higher form

of knowledge or understanding.

Some of the Nine of Diamonds Issues Concerning Relationships

         Nine of Diamonds enjoy companionship and good conversation. They are

ideal for teaming up with one other person on a project.  Sometimes they have

sensitive  egos  and  need  to  be  coddled  a  little.  But  usually  they  prove  their

worth on the job and deserve whatever recognition they get.
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All about Jerry`s Planetary Ruling Card

The  Planetary  Ruling  Card  acts

like a second Birth Card to give a

new slant on the personality  and

character  traits  of  each

individual.  It  is  very  important  in

terms  of  working  relationships

since  it  represents  the  part  of

each  person  that  they  identify

with  the  most.  For  each  person,

this  is  the  card  they  act  out  of

and through,  so it  becomes  very

important  in  knowing  the  true

nature of these two.

The Two of Spades Person

         The Two of Spades is the card of work partnership and friendship. Thus,

this is an ideal candidate for either business or work partnerships. But also, the

Two of  Spades  makes an  ideal  employee.  Only certain  birthdays  of  this  card

would be ideal as managers and leaders. Most are workers and organizers.

         This is one of the genius cards in the deck. They have a fine intellect that

is logical to the extreme. They will not miss details and usually get the facts of

every situation  in which they comment on.  Their  detailed-oriented  nature  can

be  helpful  in  a  variety  of  working  roles.  There  can  often  be  a  drive  for

perfection  that  can  be  good  or  bad.  They  are  interested  in  the  perfection  of

their work and will drive themselves hard to achieve it. But taken too far, it can

hurt their health and peace of mind.

         They are logical,  organized and detail  oriented.  They also love to work.

These traits  make them ideal  for most business and work situations.  They are

especially happy in a working partnership.

         This is probably the most health-sensitive card in the deck. Though there

are  exceptions,  the  Two  of  Spades  is  the  most  likely  to  suffer  from  health

challenges  should  they  ignore  their  body's  need  for  a  healthy,  balanced

lifestyle.  Even  the  most  fortunate  of  Two  of  Spades  must  usually  take  more

care of their health than the average person. If this person overworks, they will

inevitably have some down time due to health issues.

Some of the Two of Spades Issues Concerning Relationships

         The  Two  of  Spades  person  will  make  friends  wherever  they  go.  They

value their  friendships  highly. And on the job they are generally friendly  and

cooperative. As all Twos go, they can get very critically minded from time to

time and those around them will be subjected to their negativity when they are

not feeling good about themselves. But this is not the usual. Overall, this is one

of the most ideal cards to have in a work environment.
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All about the Card Connections you share

Look  at  each  connection  as  a

link that connects each person to

some  part  of  themselves  that

they  want  to  look  at,  develop  or

explore  in  some  way.  The

partners  in  this  relationship  are

mirrors  to  each  other  and  the

connections  describe  what  they

see.

      This report uses the most advanced techniques available to give some real

insight  into  the  inner  workings  of  this  association.  Using  the  ancient  system,

now known as the Book of Destiny, it determines the energy 'connections' that

reflect  exactly  how  these  two  people  interact.  These  connections  are

essentially described as planetary energies, for example Mars or Venus. Some

connections  are  harmonious,  while  others  create  certain  kinds  of  friction  or

stress  between  you.  All  of  the  connections  between  these  two  serve  an

important  purpose  and  contribute  to  the  experience  that  they  share.  Keep  in

mind  that  most  connections  have  a  higher  expression  and  a  lower  one.  The

affirmations  given  for  each  connection  indicate  how  to  access  the  highest

expression of it.

      The  connections  are  listed  in  the  order  of  their  importance.  The  first

connection is the most important and the second is the next important, etc. But

even the last connection in this relationship probably manifests itself at times.

Therefore, regard all of them as having some important information for you.

      One  thing  to  pay  attention  to  is  whether  or  not  the  two  people  in  this

association have more than one of a certain kind of connection between them.

For example, they may have a total of two or three Mars connections between

them.  When  this  is  the  case,  it  is  wise  to  study  these  connections  carefully,

realizing that  this probably indicates  some of the most important  reasons  that

these two ended up together in whatever capacity they are. It will also indicate

a  predominant  pattern  of  interaction  which  could  be  the  real  meat  of  the

relationship.

      Finally, it should be stated here that there are no bad connections. If we are

in a relationship  with someone, regardless  of  the reasons,  there  are  important

reasons for this. The descriptions of the connections in this report can help you

understand  these  two have made the  choice  to  be together,  which can in turn

help  them  understand  their  individual  personalities  and  needs  better.  Of

course, some connections indicate stress and challenge, but this is because we

often use relationships as the vehicle through which we resolve our own inner

conflicts. If the desire to work together is there, there are many good things for

each of the two to gain from being together.
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The First Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

The  first  connection  is  always

considered the most important of

all  and,  in  most  cases,  will

represent  the  dominant  pattern

that  exists  in  this  relationship.

Study  the  connection  described

below carefully,  as it  may reveal

some  hidden  opportunities  for

this relationship.

Ben owes Jerry in a Karmic Relationship

         This  connection  is  both powerful  and important.  It can make or break a

relationship  of any kind and it  will  depend upon the  awareness  and openness

of  each  person  as  to  what  will  happen.   This  connection  guarantees  a  fairly

high degree of intensity. Because of this, it can manifest in either a positive or

negative  fashion.   This  is  one  connection  which  would  work  best  if  both

people made an effort to understand its dynamics. There are clear pathways for

success once this understanding has been gained.

         There  are  certain  Birth  Cards  that,  because  of  their  position  relative  to

each  other,  are  known to  be  'Karma Cards'.  Those  who are  Karma Cards  are

much  like  those  who  have  the  same  Birth  Cards  because  they  have  a  lot  in

common.  There  is  a  strong  mirroring  quality  to  this  relationship.  Any

mirror-type connection  is  going to  increase  the  possibility  of  conflict.  This  is

because  most  of  us  have  shut  off  certain  parts  of  ourselves,  things  about

ourselves  that  we  would  rather  not  admit  to  or  acknowledge.  In  this

relationship,  Jerry  could  be  a  reminder  to  Ben  of  certain  negative  traits  he

possesses. And these may be traits that he has avoided or closed off to. What is

interesting  is  that  conversely,  this  connection  makes Ben a reminder  of  some

positive traits of Jerry. When Jerry sees Ben, he sees in him many of the good

traits  of  his  own.  This  is  a  paradoxical  situation.  Ben  is  seeing  his  negative

traits while Jerry is seeing his positive traits at the same time.

         This can create intensity, especially if there are other intense connections

such as Saturn, Mars or Pluto between them. As a general rule, this connection

will be easier for Jerry than for Ben. And, the responsibility for the quality of

this relationship will fall mostly on Ben's shoulders. If Ben has a good level of

sel-awareness, there will be no problem. In addition, Ben will need to be ready

to help or support Jerry in any way that shows up while they are together.

         It has often been observed that people in Karma Card relationships either

get  along  famously  or  not.  When  they  are  not,  it  is  because  one  or  of  the

partners are hampering this exchange. If Jerry is unable to receive, he will,  in

his own way, be undermining the potential  of this relationship.  The same can
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The First Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

be said of Ben if he is unwilling to give. So, both partners must be open to this

exchange and participate  in  it.  When they do,  this  relationship  will  take on a

magical tone. But both must be able and willing to allow this exchange to take

place.

         These kinds of relationships usually go one way or the other. Either they

get  along  well  or  they  don't.  And when  they  don't,  it  can  be  very difficult  to

straighten it out. The best solution in that case may be just to work in different

areas  and  not  force  the  issue.  The  affirmations  below  speak  of  how  this

connection can be expressed in its highest light.

The Second Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Jerry is the Mars Card to Ben

Location: Life Spread

         The  Mars  connection  is  one  of  the  strongest  in  terms  of  how  much  it

affects  each  of  the  partners.  Mars  is  the  God  of  War  and  Anger.  It  actually

represents  pure energy, but on an aggressive, passionate level. For this reason

this is a great connection for people who actually do physical things together.

Working  partners  often  have  this  connection  and  it  stimulates  them  both  to

achieve  more  and  be  productive.  However,  the  negative  side  of  Mars  should

also  be  considered  as  this  connection  can  potentially  cause  anger  and

competition  and  in  some  cases  make  real  enemies  out  of  the  two  people

involved.

         In  this  relationship  Ben  is  the  one  who  is  more  affected  by it.  Because

Jerry  is  his  Mars  card,  all  this  Mars  energy  is  be  experienced  more  by  him.

This  can  translate  as  Jerry  making  Ben  feel  stimulated,  aggressive,  or  angry

and competitive. In its best form, the Mars connection will encourage the two

to become active. And if they can actively pursue common goals, it can be very

constructive  and  rewarding.  The  notion  of  common  goals  becomes  very

important  in  this  case.  If  these  two  are  in  any  way  situated  in  a  potentially
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The Second Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

competitive  environment,  the  chances  of  them  not  getting  along  increase

rapidly. There are some situations where this competition may be a good thing

but  usually  the  effects  are  not  positively  expressed  and  end  up  as  fighting,

arguing or subtle forms of aggression between them.

         But  Ben must bear  the  greatest  responsibility  for  the stimulation  of  this

connection and how it is manifested between them. The trouble with anger and

competition is that when we are experiencing it, we are completely convinced

that  the other  person, in this case,  Jerry,  is the cause of our problems. Rarely

do angry people   realize that the anger is their problem. But the truth is that it

is  their  problem.  So,  according  to  this  connection  the  way  Ben  handles  the

stimulation provided by Jerry will determine what goes on and how this strong

Mars energy is channeled.

         Ben  can  use  this  information  and  consciously  transform  the

often-negative effects of this Mars connection into positive directions. It is not

that  difficult  to  keep  a  Mars  relationship  healthy.  It  just  requires  some

awareness and thoughtfulness. Jerry can actually be a catalyst to get Ben out of

his  complacency  and  doing  things.  To  give  this  powerful  Mars  energy

something constructive to do, it is recommended that Jerry and Ben do things

together  that  are  physical  in  some  way,  or  at  the  very  least,  find  something

productive  to  do,  some  common  goal  to  achieve,  together  with  this  energy.

Some of the most successful business partners have a strong Mars connection.

It helps, however, if there are not too many of them and if there are other high

compatibility connections such as Jupiter, Moon and Venus.

         This  connection  can  provide  a  lot  of  the  spark,  fire,  and  magic  in  this

relationship. If Jerry and Ben use it with care, it can bring them much of what

they want out of life. Any negative manifestations of this powerful energy can

be controlled and eliminated through conscious awareness and when this is the

case, it becomes like a genie in a bottle who can grant them all their wishes.
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The Third Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Jerry is the Jupiter Card to Ben

Location: Spiritual Spread

         This  connection  engenders  both  a  familiarity  and  shared  philosophies

between Jerry and Ben. They will find that they have some important things in

common and that being together will have a certain ease that is hard to define.

They will have similar views on what is important in life. And there will be a

generosity that flows between them that further enhances their compatibility.

         This  connection  is  about  truth  and  integrity,  but  it  is  also  about  giving,

prosperity and abundance. Ben is the one who receives most of these benefits

because  he  is  on  the  receiving  end  of  this  connection.  Jerry  also  benefits

because  giving is,  in reality,  another  form of receiving.  Jerry  and Ben have a

natural  inclination  to  give  to  each  other  and  if  this  giving  and  receiving  is

allowed to grow and be appreciated, it can grow to be the most important trait

of  their  relationship.  It  has  the  potential  to  fulfill  many  of  their  dreams  and

desires  by  attracting  opportunities,  good  relationships  and  things  into  their

lives.   Therefore,  this  is  a  very  good  connection  for  any  sort  of  business

relationship.

         In particular it is up to Ben to stimulate this potential by practicing the art

of appreciation for the many good things he shares with Jerry. Appreciation is

one of the magical keys to prosperity, one that could possibly unlock the door

to  his  most  cherished  desires.  When  the  natural  sharing  that  Jerry  does  is

complimented  by  Ben's  heartfelt  and  expressed  appreciation,  it  generates  a

potent energy that attracts many good things into their lives.

         Many people who have this connection end up quite well off financially

and  they  seem  to  be  'lucky'  by  most  standards.  It  is  a  great  connection  for

business  partners.  This  so-called  luck  is  not  really  by  chance  though.  It  is  a

natural outcome of the right frame of mind. With such a fortunate connection

between them, Jerry and Ben have a lot going in the right direction for a happy

and prosperous future. Even if it is not intentionally cultivated, this connection

will definitely bring many good things into their lives.
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Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Jerry is the Cosmic Lesson Card to Ben

Location: Life Spread

         This  connection  doesn't  have  a  major  impact  on  a  relationship  in  a

personal sense. But it can be important in business relationships.  Because it is

one of the universal  or cosmic connections,  it  has more to do with how these

two connect in relationship with the world around them and the work they do.

Specifically,  Jerry  is  a  reminder  to  Ben  of  how  he  has,  or  could  have,  an

important  role  to  play in terms of  helping mankind through his  work. This  is

about Ben's career and role in the world. If he is not career-minded at all, then

Jerry's  influence  may  just  have  some  implications  about  whatever  role  he  is

playing  in  his  life,  as  seen  by  others.  For  example,  if  Ben  is  not  career

oriented, Jerry may just might just be a sort of role model for what Ben could

do with his life, either personally or professionally.

         Jerry  could be  involved in  a  kind of  work or  playing a role  in his  work

that is something that Ben is destined to do at some point in his future. There

will  be  something  about  what  Jerry  does  or  how  he  does  it  that  will  be  a

reminder to Ben's highest potential, and possibly his destiny.

         But in all cases, Jerry's presence in Ben's life is telling him that he should

be  doing  this  or  that  -  essentially  things  that  will  both  improve  Ben's  life  as

well  as  help  others  through  his  contribution  to  them.  In  many  cases,  our

Cosmic  Lesson  Card  is  a  symbol  of  the  kind  of  work  that  we  could  do  that

would  be  our  own  highest  and  best  personal  contribution  to  the  world.  This

information  could  be  very  helpful  for  Ben  if  he  is  searching  to  find  his

purpose,  or  to  decide  what  kind  of  role  would  best  fit  him.  By studying  our

Cosmic Lesson Card, these sorts of things are revealed.

         The fact that Ben has attracted someone who is his Cosmic Lesson Card

into  his  life  is  probably  an indication  that  he  is  ready to  achieve  some of  his

potential, or that Ben will be lead to his rightful place, work or career-wise, by

Jerry's influence in his life.

         On  a  personal  level,  this  connection  doesn't  usually  manifest  in  any

particular behavior patterns. It does not really affect two people's compatibility
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in  most  cases.  The  only discernable  characteristic  might  be  Jerry's  reminding

Ben  of  his  highest  potential,  or  somehow offering  suggestions  that  may help

his  career.  However,  Jerry's  presence  in  his  life  already  serves  as  that

reminder.  He may even be involved in the kind of work that  he aspires  to,  or

may eventually become involved in. In other cases, it could be the way he does

what he does that is a clue for Ben as to what it is that can benefit his career or

direction.

The Fifth Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Jerry is the Cosmic Lesson Card to Ben

Location: Spiritual Spread

         Jerry  has  been,  on some level,  drawn into  Ben's life  in  order  to  play an

important,  but  subtle  role.  This  role  will  help  Ben  find  himself  and  his  life's

work if  he  is  looking for  these  answers.  Somehow, Jerry  will  be  able  to  help

Ben realize  his  highest  potential.  At the least,  Jerry's  presence  in his  life  will

act  as  a  sign  to  point  him  in  the  right  direction,  a  direction  where  Ben  may

fulfill his obligation to the world and make a valuable contribution through his

efforts.

         On  a  personal  level,  this  connection  has  little,  if  any,  influence.  It  may

not affect the way they feel about each other unless the subject  of Ben's most

important issues revolve around his purpose and career. In that case, Jerry may

find himself reminding Ben of how he can improve himself, or of what things

he  can  do  to  get  more  success  in  the  areas  to  which  he  is  striving.  If  this

happens, Ben may react with gratitude or with resistance, and this could effect

how they get along with each other. But, in most cases, the reminder is more of

a  subtle  nature,  and  doesn't  manifest  in  any  sort  of  personal  confrontation

between the partners.

         To the degree that Ben is aware of his own personal need to accomplish

some important goal in life, he will find Jerry to be a helpful influence in this
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regard. He may even be doing the kind of work that Ben is wanting to do, or is

destined to do. In fact, they may be able to share this work. In other cases, Ben

may  not  be  career-minded  at  all  and  Jerry  merely  serves  to  remind  him  of

characteristics  that will help him fulfill whatever roles he is playing in his life

more  effectively.  There  is  definitely  an  implied  student/teacher  relationship

here,  though it  is  not  necessary  for  either  Jerry  or  Ben  to  be  conscious  of  it.

However, Jerry's presence is a lesson to Ben on some level and the more he is

aware  of  this,  and  then  acts  upon  what  he  is  receiving  from him,  the  sooner

Ben will elevate himself in respect to whatever roles he is playing in his life.

The Sixth Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Ben is the Jupiter Card to Jerry

Location: Life Spread

         This  is  a  wonderful  connection  that  is  often  found  among  the  cards  of

happy and productive business relationships. It is probably one of the best two

people  in  business  can  have.  But  it  helps  all  relationships.  One  of  the  main

benefits  of  it  is  financial.  Jupiter  is  known  among  astrologers  as  the  'great

benefic'.  It  is  the  only  planet  in  our  solar  system  that  gives  off  more

electromagnetic energy than it receives from the Sun. It's location, in our natal

astrological  chart,  always  points  to  some  area  of  our  life  where  things  come

easily  to  us  and  where  we  have  many  things  to  be  thankful  for.  In  this

relationship, Jerry has much to be thankful for, thanks to Ben, because he is a a

Jupiter influence in Jerry's life.

         The benefits  of this connection may take many forms but they are often

of  the  financial  nature.  For  this  reason,  this  is  an  excellent  connection  for

business  partners.  It  would  be  especially  good  if  there  is  another  connection

between them where Jerry is Jupiter to Ben, or if there exists a mutual Jupiter

connection.  But  even  one  is  a  good  auger  of  business  success,  unless  other

connections  contradict  it.  Even  though  as  a  pair  Ben  and  Jerry  may  not  be
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wealthy,  Ben  definitely  enjoys  giving things,  including  money, to  Jerry.  This

natural  inclination  to  give  is  one  of  the  signs  of  prosperity  consciousness.

Therefore,  even if  great prosperity does not exist  between them now, it  could

lead  to  that  in  the  future.  This  tendency  towards  financial  success  will  be

increased if Jerry expresses and feels appreciation for Ben. Appreciation is one

of  the  most  important  keys  in  obtaining  prosperity.  If  Jerry  will  allow  the

appreciation  engendered  by this  connection  to  grow,  and  if  he  expresses  this

verbally,  this  relationship  could  bloom  into  a  very  fulfilling  business

relationship.

         On other levels the Jupiter connection can bring blessings of many forms.

There could be a sharing of philosophies and spiritual ideals. Ben may provide

beneficial  guidance and inspiration to Jerry. Essentially he will have a natural

desire  to  give  whatever  he  has  that  Jerry  values.  If  Jerry  wants  to  see  the

blessings  in  this  relationship  grow,  just  remember  to  feel  and  express  the

appreciation, as was mentioned earlier.

         This  connection  increases  the  overall  compatibility  between  Ben  and

Jerry regardless of what their exact roles are together. The fact that they have

this  connection  points  to  some good  karma for  both  of  them,  something  that

they  earned  by  doing  good  deeds  for  others  in  the  past.  It  is  a  sign  of  good

fortune  and  if  harnessed  in  the  ways  mentioned  above  and  provide  the

prosperity that will ensure an abundant and happy connection.
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Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Ben is the Venus Card to Jerry

Location: Spiritual Spread

         People who share this connection usually have an instant liking for each

other  when  they  meet.  This  is  one  of  the  highest  compatibility  connections

found  and  guarantees  that  even  though  Ben  and  Jerry  may  have  many

differences  in their personalities  and characters,  they will still  probably really

like  each  other  and  have  a  lot  of  ease  in  working  together.  They  could  even

become friends outside of work very easily.

         In  this  connection,  Jerry  is  affected  by  it  stronger.  He  will  find  that  he

feels very comfortable with Ben, tends to trust and him, and can work with him

harmoniously  without  much  effort.  The  level  of  trust  engendered  by  this

connection is a great help to working partnerships or any other sort of working

association.  Both Ben and Jerry will  have similar feelings towards each other

as a result of this connection.

         This connection also supports financial gain and prosperity. Each will do

better,  financially,  working  together  than  they  would  do  on  their  own.  The

sense of ease between them supports having more of all the good things in life.

This  sense  attracts  money  to  them  and  the  work  they  do.  Their  harmony

together can act like a magnetic attraction upon others that meet them.

         Even if other, stressful aspects are present, this connection has the ability

to remedy most problems, especially  if  it  is one of the first  three  connections

found. The more that Jerry appreciates Ben, the better they will do because this

connection acts as a self-generating machine of good things for both of them.

Mutual appreciation is even better.
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Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Ben is the Uranus Card to Jerry

Location: Life Spread

         This  connection  is  not  one  that  is  generally  suggested  for  any  sort  of

business relationship. The main reason for this is that any person who plays the

role of Uranus in our life is someone who seems, from our point of view, to be

completely  unreliable.  In  business  situations,  success  often  depends  upon

agreements  and reliability.  Thus,  this  connection  is  not  recommended from a

practical point of view.

         However,  there  are  times  when  two  people  with  a  strong  Uranus

connection get partnered up by circumstances or things beyond their control. If

this is the case, a thorough understanding of this connection can help alleviate

the potential stress and miscommunications it can cause.

         In this  particular  case,  it  is  Ben who plays the Uranus role  to Jerry,  not

vice  versa.  Thus,  it  will  be  Jerry  who  will  be  experiencing  the

unpredictable-ness  and  lack of  reliability  from Ben.  This  will  not  be  because

Ben is intentionally trying to upset the apple cart. He may try his hardest to be

on time and to make good on promises and show up at important meetings, etc.

But try  as he  may, Ben will  still  tend  to show up sporadically  and unreliably

from Jerry's point of view. This is because the energy of the connection tends

to destroy structures  of all  kinds. If Jerry is forced to have to work with Ben,

he will  have to understand that  Ben's behavior is not intentional.  At least  this

will keep Jerry from feeling that it is some sort of personal attack or affront. It

is just the nature of the energy of Uranus.

         Usually when we are put into a situation where we must contend with a

Uranus  person  is  our  life,  this  is  because  we  have  a  need,  on  some  level,  to

break  down  our  attachments  to  structure,  forms,  routines  and  other  habitual

behaviors. This may be the case for Jerry since Ben plays this role for him.

         Also,  Ben  will  rebel  against  any  attempts  by  Jerry  to  control  him or  to

make him conform. The more Jerry tries to control Ben, the more Ben will feel

the need to do just the opposite. This could be an infuriating situation for Jerry

if his role in the association is to teach or lead Ben.
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         If  Jerry  can  first  learn  that  this  is  not  personal  and secondly  see  how it

may be in his  best  interest  to loosen up a bit,  the influence  of Ben may seem

like a good thing. So, the responsibility of how this connection will affect their

working relationship is entirely upon Jerry's shoulders.

         The  other  strong  effect  of  this  connection  is  that  of  friendship.  If  the

aforementioned requirements are met by Jerry, this association could turn into

a genuine friendship which could in turn bring more ease and success to all of

their undertakings.

The Ninth Connection Between You

Ben Jerry

Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Jerry is the Neptune Card to Ben

Location: Spiritual Spread

         This is the strongest psychic connection that two people can have. It can

make it so that two people can read each other's minds or know what they are

doing when they are not together. Of course, these tendencies will not usually

manifest  between  two  people  that  are  simply  casual  business  or  work

associates.  But  if  they  also  become  friends,  they  could  start  seeing  this

phenomena show up between them. However, even in casual association, Jerry

and Ben will feel a sort of familiarity that will be hard to explain.

         What is interesting is  that  neither  Jerry or Ben may have any interest  in

spiritual  matters.  But  in  relating  to  each  other,  they  will  feel  like  they  are

dealing  with unseen  forces.  They may also  notice  that  their  association  has  a

lot  of  idealism and/or  fantasy  involved in  it.  This  would be especially  true  if

this connection is one of the first between them. Ben is the primary receiver of

this  Neptune  energy  and  so  he  is  the  one  who  is  more  likely  to  have  ideals

about Jerry and their working relationship. Indeed, one of the reasons for their

being put  together,  on a  deeper  level,  may be for  Ben to  learn  the  difference

between  dreams  and  reality.  We  all  have  some  unfulfilled  soul-level  dreams

that are strongly stimulated when we meet someone who is our Neptune Card.
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It is through these relationships that we get a chance to experience the pros and

cons  of  these  kinds  of  energies  and  just  how  our  dreams  and  ideals  work

themselves out in this material world.

         For this reason, this connection could add a very positive element to this

relationship or it could be the cause of a lot of confusion and disappointment.

If Ben projects many of his ideals or unfulfilled desires onto Jerry, Jerry could

feel as though Ben does not know the real him, only his projections. This could

make  Jerry  tire  of  this  relationship  as  he  is  not  being  seen  and  accepted  for

who he is  really is.  Or, he could use the fact  that  Ben is somewhat deceiving

himself to take advantage of his weakness and go along with the deception in

order  to  get  things  from  Ben  that  he  wants.  These  are  some  of  the  more

common, negative expressions of the Neptune connection.

         This  connection  does  not  really  do  much  for  a  business  association,

unless  it  is  a one on one partnership.  Two people  have to be somewhat close

for these qualities  to show up. The positive expression of this connection in a

business partnership  would be that Ben would tend to see Jerry in his highest

light.  This  would cause Jerry to be inspired  and try to be the person that  Ben

sees  him  as.  From  Ben's  point  of  view,  he  would  feel  as  though  he  were

working  with  the  ideal  partner  in  some  respects.  In  this  way,  both  would

benefit from the association.
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Connections  beyond  the  first

decrease  in  strength  and

significance.  Therefore,  the

second  will  be  the  next  in

importance,  the  third  connection

next,  etc.  But  each  new

connection  is  slightly  less

significant than the one before it.

Keep  this  in  mind  as  you  read

the meanings.

Ben is the Moon Card to Jerry

Location: Spiritual Spread

         Of all  the connections  that  exist  among the cards in the deck, the Moon

connection  is  probably  the  single  most  powerful  one  when  it  comes  to

enhancing compatibility and creating a great association. When someone is our

Moon card, we feel very close and comfortable with them. Both parties enjoy

communications  with  each  other  on  a  high  level.  When  this  connection  is

found  in  the  Spiritual  Spread,  we  feel  even  closer,  and  at  the  same  time  we

sense  a  familiarity  that  goes  beyond  normal  descriptions.  It  is  as  though  we

knew this person, even before we met. People who have this connection often

experience  instant  recognition  of  each  other.  This  connection  provides  a

foundation  upon  which  any sort  of  successful  relationship  or  partnership  can

be  developed.  It  can  create  a  working  situation  where  things  go so  smoothly

and easily that it seems amazing.

         However, this connection has some interesting aspects, ones that must be

understood if Ben and Jerry are to make the best of it. It also implies specific

relationship roles for both of them, roles that cannot be changed unless there is

another  Moon  connection  between  them that  is  the  opposite  direction  of  this

one.

         In this relationship, Ben is a Moon Card influence to Jerry. His presence

in Jerry's life is a supportive, helpful influence. He provides Jerry with helpful

support  and  a  sense  of  foundation,  stability  and  settled-ness.  Ben  also  will

appreciate  Jerry's  ideas  and  direction.  Jerry  brings  new  ideas,  fresh

perspectives,  new  information,  a  broadening  of  experience  and  important

direction for their work together and for Ben's life in some way. Whether they

are aware of it or not, Jerry is the so-called 'leader' of this relationship. That is

the nature of being the Sun Card in a Sun/Moon relationship.

         Keep  in  mind  however,  that  this  connection  only  supports  partners  or

friends and associates  who are willing to play the Sun and Moon roles. Some

Sun/Moon  relationships  have  ended  or  had  a  lot  of  difficulty  because  one  or

both  of  the  partners  was unwilling  or  unable  to  play the  role  dictated  by this
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connection. What this means for this relationship is that if Ben is not willing to

be the helpful, supportive, and encouraging person in this relationship, or if he

is  unwilling  to  take  the  back  seat  to  Jerry  in  key situations,  this  relationship

may not last or will experience a lot of friction. Likewise, if Jerry is unwilling

to provide leadership,  perhaps because he doesn't have any clear direction  for

his  life,  then  the  same  result  is  likely.  Keep  these  important  roles  in  mind

because  they  will  be  the  overall  determination  of  whether  or  not  this

relationship is a success. Sometimes the person who is the Sun person may not

be the leader type. Other times the person who is the Moon card is the leader

type of personality. In either of these cases, it might be difficult for the two to

work together harmoniously.

         However,  when  two  people  become  involved  with  this  connection  they

are  usually  willing  to  play  these  roles.  On a  basic  energy level,  the  roles  are

demanded  of  them.  When  Ben  and  Jerry  are  harmonizing  themselves  with

these  roles,  much success  and satisfaction  is  the result.  This  is an association

that could that could bring both of them many rewards.
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